The synthesis, structure and photophysical properties of a series of highly emissive europium complexes is reported. substituted systems have been prepared 6 , and the synthetic pathway allows the preparation of derivatives that can be conjugated to a vector. In the phosphinate systems, 3 the phosphorus substituents adopt a common configuration in the complex, and more effectively shield the excited Ln ion from 35 intermolecular quenching processes.
macropinocytosis and stain the mitochondria selectively, allowing observation of the Eu emission in cellulo by timegated spectral imaging.
Emissive lanthanide complexes for use as tags in bioassays or as optical probes require both a high emission quantum yield and 15 large molar absorptivity at an excitation wavelength in the range 337 to 405 nm to give high brightness, B, where B = ε.φ. 1 Using sensitised emission, the incorporation of multiple chromophores into a polydentate ligand has been studied, allowing efficient energy transfer to a bound Eu (III) substituted systems have been prepared 6 , and the synthetic pathway allows the preparation of derivatives that can be conjugated to a vector. In the phosphinate systems, 3 the phosphorus substituents adopt a common configuration in the complex, and more effectively shield the excited Ln ion from 35 intermolecular quenching processes.
The ligands and their Eu complexes were prepared using established methods. 6 In the case of [Eu.L 2c ], the third substituent, bearing a remote protected amine group, was introduced last, following stepwise alkylation and de-protection This complex, in common with the other triphosphinate systems, exists as a 50:50 mixture of ∆-(SSS) and Λ-(RRR) isomers. In solution, one 31 P NMR resonance is observed; the paramagnetically shifted 1 H NMR spectra of each Eu complex are consistent with average C 3 -symmetry. (Table) . Emission spectra in aqueous or methanol solutions were very similar for each Eu complex (Figure 2) detector 600-720 nm, 0.77µm 3 voxel size, 12mW laser power, 40s image acquisition time); right: time-gated spectral image of a cell (λexc 365 nm, tint 2 ms, tgate 10µs, 10,000 scans averaged duty cycle using a 2D CCD detector, 100s acquisition time). The upper image shows a dividing cell (bar = 20µM).
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Cell uptake was inhibited (>30%) by pre-administration for 30 minutes with amiloride (3mM) or wortmannin (0.3 µM), or by lowering the temperature to 5°C. Such behaviour is consistent with cell uptake by macropinocytosis, as revealed recently for a wide range of emissive lanthanide complexes bearing 90 heterocyclic sensitizing groups. 7 The lack of uptake of [Eu ]), as well as the different electric dipole transition moments in the complexes.
In conclusion, the europium complexes defined here possess a 30 brightness that lies in the range 15,000 to 30,000 M -1 cm -1 at 337 nm, auguring well for a role as donors in FRET bio-assays and as 2-photon probes. 4a An example is presented of cell uptake by macropinocytosis leading to selective mitochondrial staining; the very high brightness aids rapid spectral imaging. This behaviour 35 paves the way for examination of analogues as intracellular optical probes, in which the emission spectral signature is a function of a biochemical variable, such as pH, bicarbonate or related bioactive species.
11 Furthermore, these examples highlight the opportunities to develop emissive metal coordination 40 complexes as more general stains and probes for the biosciences. 12 We thank the EPSRC, ESF COST CM-1006 and the ERC (DP) for support (FCC 266804) .
